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Background
• A key priority for Strengthening Naval Power is 

leveraging diversity and inclusion (D&I) within 
commands to enhance engagement and decision 
making and to give the Navy a warfighting 
advantage against adversaries.

• To support this strategic effort, Navy leaders 
require to understand the factors contributing to 
an inclusive and diverse command and to identify 
command practices that contribute to greater 
acceptance of diversity. Enhance Navy diversity and inclusion is strategic priority
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Main Findings and Recommendations
• Commands that tend to do better (or worse) on one aspect of D&I tend to 

do better (or worse) on most/all other aspects. 
• Educating and developing Navy leaders who are adept at promoting 

inclusion throughout the command is one step the Navy can take to 
respond to themes surfaced by participants’ responses to our survey. 
‒ Respondents looked to their leaders to set the norms and expectations 

for D&I in their respective commands. 
‒ Leaders who showed that they valued Sailors’ unique experiences and 

knowledge and who engaged people across the command in decisions 
(where appropriate) were critical to respondents’ sense of inclusion.

Future Work
• Examine whether educating leaders about 

concrete, actionable D&I-promoting behaviors 
and practices carries a lasting impact for Sailors’ 
perceptions of D&I in their commands

• Measure the impact of concrete practices on the 
broader D&I climate as an important next step 
toward prioritizing the Navy’s D&I efforts over the 
short-, mid-, and long-term.
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Research Objectives
The study utilizes quantitative and qualitative analysis of 619 
survey responses from NPS officers and from social media 
Navy officer group to address the following objectives:
• develop metrics to assess behaviors of inclusion within the 

fleet; 
• assess inclusion behaviors within the fleet using the 

developed metrics; 
• determine the most impactful D&I competencies for 

building inclusion; 
• identify command practices that contribute to greater 

acceptance of diversity.Factors that contribute to inclusive commands
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